
Email received from Mr Goodship dated 29/03/21 
 
Hi, 
 
I wish to provide my comments based on the application referenced above. 
 
I currently live in the Litzo, which is a series of houses and flats just above Boscombe pier approach. 
 
With regard to the licence application. 
 
My I express my initial concern that the text of the application is particularly vague and the timings do 
not make any sense, maybe that is on purpose? 
 
Whilst I appreciate that there seems to be a rush from establishments to extend their outside spaces to 
make up for lost time, this is indeed transitory, as at some stage having outside space will not be as 
important. 
 
Urban Reef is sited not far from a host of residential properties to both sides and above, all of which 
were there before Urban Reef, and are in quire close proximity. 
 
It is important that where these establishments exist in an urban setting there needs to be a harmonious 
engagement with its surroundings. 
 
My initial concern is of noise and public disturbance. Extending an establishments licence for outdoor 
activities etc. when that establishment is close to residential properties is unfair. Currently both Urban 
Reef and the bar next door have sufficient outdoor space to cater for the ‘crowds’ and it is manageable. 
With the expectation that this summer in particular will be manic, it is wise that this licensing request be 
put on hold for at least a year until the situation settles. Drinking is already spilling onto the beach with 
the erection of the new decking….am not sure I even saw that application as I would have had very 
serious concerns, so to extend drinking with the crowds expected this year to descend onto the beach is 
a recipe for disaster….as I am sure that the police will be busy elsewhere. 
 
In conclusion, I am all for providing a choice to the visitors, I just think that this year is not the time to 
open up more opportunities for drinking knowing full well that the beach will be full to capacity and by 
allowing this application you will be undoubtedly fuelling the fire 
 
Regards 
 
 


